To Make This Card You Will Need the Following Items
Paper
1 piece of thick Whisper White 5 ½” x 8 ½” scored at 4 ¼” for card base
2 pieces of Pear Pizzazz Cardstock cut to 4” x 5 ¼”
1 piece of Pear Pizzazz approximately 3” x 4” to cut large label from
1 piece of thick Whisper White 1 1/2” x 5” that has been embossed
1 small piece of Whisper White to stamp cake image on and cut out with punch
1 piece of the dotted Pear Pizzazz from the Subtle DSP pack-cut to 2 ½” x 5”
Designers Series Paper
Subtle Pack of DSP 6” x 6” – 1 piece 2 1/4” x 5” of the dotted Pear Pizzazz
Foil
1 small piece of silver to cut cake stand from
Stamp Set & Punch
Piece of Cake Bundle (Save 10% when buying as a bundle)
Die or Punch
Stitched Labels Framelits Dies
Detailed Trio Punch
Embossing Folder
Country Floral Dynamic Embossing Folder or Lace Dynamic Textured Embossing Folder
Note: The Country Floral may not be available right now. I suspect that it will be in the new
annual catalog.
Ink
Pear Pizzazz Ink Pad
Embellishments
Shimmer Ribbon Pear Pizzazz or whatever color you choose about 24 inches long
Adhesive
Tombow Liquid Multipurpose Glue
Stampin Dimensionals
Glue Dots
Tools

Stampin’ Trimmer
Stamparatus or Acrylic Block
Bone Folder
Big Shot
Scissors

Directions for Card Assembly
Step 1. Emboss a piece of Whisper White Cardstock with the embossing folder of your choice.
Remember to spritz your paper with a little water before running through the Big Shot. After
running through your die cutting machine lay aside to dry completely.
Step 2. Cut all your cardstock according to measurements above. Also cut the embossed
piece to 1 ½” x 5”.
Step 3. Now stamp the cake image onto a small piece of Whisper White using the Pear Pizzazz
Ink Pad. Punch the image out with the Cake Builder Punch. Also take a small piece of Silver
Foil and punch out the cake stand. Lay aside.
Step 4. Stamp one piece of the 4”x 5 ¼” Pear Pizzazz with the sentiment “May your love grow
sweeter with each passing year.” After that use the Detailed Trio punch to cut out the corner
designs on this same piece of Pear Pizzazz. Lay aside.
Step 5. Now glue the piece of Whisper White embossed paper measuring 1 ½” x 5” to piece of
Pear Pizzazz measuring 4” x 5 1/4” that does not have an image. You will have a small border
around the embossed piece. Next glue the dotted Pear Pizzazz DSP alongside the embossed
piece. Lay aside.
Step 6. Use the large die from the Stitched Labels Framelits Dies, to cut a label from the Pear
Pizzazz piece measuring 3” x 4”. Lay the die on the cardstock, sharp edge next to cardstock.
Run through the Big Shot.
Step 7. Take the foil cake plate and position it near the bottom of the large label die which is
being held in a vertical position. Then place the cake cut out on the plate. Make sure you
have enough room to stamp the Mr. & Mrs. on top of the cake. Once you have the positions
established go ahead and glue in place starting with the cake plate. Make sure it is level. Once
the cake and cake plate are glued in place stamp the Mr. & Mrs. atop the cake. Lay aside.
Step 8. Tie your bow from the Pear Pizzazz glimmer ribbon. Lay aside. Cut enough of the
ribbon to cover the area where the embossed piece and the Polka Dot DSP join. You will need

6” or 7”. Place the ribbon over the seam and tape to the back of the card. Once that is done,
glue this piece to the front of the card base.
Step 9. Take the piece of Pear Pizzazz measuring 4” x 5 ¼” that has the sentiment stamped on
it and glue to the inside of the card base.
Step 10. Put Stampin Dimensionals on the back of the large label that you glued the cake
plate, cake and stamped the sentiment “Mr. & Mrs.”. Remove protective coverings and then
adhere to the front of the card slightly above the center of the card centering it over the
ribbon that runs vertically.
Step 11. Place your bow slightly to the right of the cake plate base and see if you need to cut
away some of the tails of the bow. Cut the tails of the bow by folding ribbon in half and
cutting at an angle back toward your hand that is holding the ribbon. When satisfied place
three glue dots on the back side of the bow. One glue dot goes just back of the center of the
bow and then the other two glue dots are place to the right and left of the center to secure
the bow. Adhere to the label.
All done! You are now prepared for that wedding invitation!

